Quick Starter
Teachers
Welcome to the Curio.ca family!
As a new subscriber, you’ll find great tools on Curio.ca to help you get started. Curio.ca is a
streaming platform with amazing Canadian content, designed to fit the learning needs and technology
requirements of today’s educators. So jump in and get comfortable.
Here’s how:

STAY UP-TO-DATE!

• Keep up-to-date on Curio.ca — the latest additions, timely collections, upcoming events.
SUBSCRIBE TODAY to our monthly newsletter!
• You can also follow us on TWITTER and FACEBOOK for more frequent updates.

ON YOUR MARK, GET STARTED WITH CURIO.CA!

• Take a few minutes to watch our starter tutorial GLOBAL OVERVIEW that will give you a general tour
of the platform.
• You can also read more about navigation tips and practical tools in our GETTING STARTED WITH
CURIO.CA section.
• Create your account to take full advantage of playlist, sharing and other personalized tools. Take a
look at the ACCOUNT CONFIGURATION guide (in PDF) for step-by-step instructions.
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KEY FEATURES FOR TEACHERS

• Take a few minutes to look at our tutorial SHARING CONTENT AND USING PLAYLISTS to become familiar
with the simple steps to organize and share video content with your students.
• With our Annotations tool you can drop in your own start point on the video timeline — or as many start
points as you need — add notes to each, save and share with students.

CURIO.CA CATALOGUE AND PLATFORM

CATALOGUE
• Want a quick overview of our newest and most popular content, recommendations, key platform
features and much more? Take a look at our PDF CATALOGUE which is renewed every season.
PLATFORM
• Our streaming content is classified by SHOWS, subject CATEGORIES, COLLECTIONS and CURRICULA.
• Our TEACHER RESOURCE GUIDES are available from the Resources tab in the top menu bar.
• Did you know that we offer CHANNELS — like National Geographic and our popular current-events
series News in Review — that can be added to your basic Curio.ca subscription? Ask us how your
subscription can be upgraded to include this exceptional content.
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CURIO.CA COMMUNITY

Our Curio.ca community is growing and we want to keep you as up to date as possible. Don’t forget to:
• Sign up for our NEWSLETTER
• Check out our WHAT’S NEW section
• Browse our FAQ for quick answers.
• Look for the Contact Us section at the bottom of every Curio.ca page. There, you’ll find our email,
phone and fax numbers — don’t hesitate to get in touch!
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